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The medieval cosmological system, and the ontological world it constructs, can seem oppressively rigid (Fig. 1).[1] Indeed, the medieval worldview is often criticized for its adherence to strict hierarchical systems and air-tight tautologies, which make it “a shade too ordered,” for modern audiences, as C.S. Lewis remarked.[2] However, a closer look at medieval cosmological images and the perspectives they represent reveals an abundance of ambiguity. The four elements, a concept foundational to medieval natural philosophy, is an exceptional case-study for investigating these issues; as a subject that lays the groundwork for so many medieval ideas of nature, the elements constitute an ideal place to begin looking for both the apparent stability and the intrinsic uncertainty of medieval cosmology.[3]

The basic model of four indivisible elements which constitute the material world, an idea borrowed from Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy and interpolated through medieval Christian commentators, at first seems like solid ground upon which to build a cogent philosophy of nature. And yet, we already know how the story goes: the very notion of four elements does not stand up to rationalist, empirical science; the model fades with the blossoming of the Renaissance, and by the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it is all but abandoned.[4] The late Middle Ages, from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, thus represents a
critical moment in the history of an idea: it is precisely when the dissolution of medieval elemental theory begins.

Figure 1. Spheres of Elements and Planets, Gossuin of Metz, L'image du monde, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Français 574, fol. 136v, 14th century. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France).

Coeval with this change in cosmological thought is a veritable revolution of representation.[5] As is well understood, the cataclysmic paradigm shift of the Renaissance was emphatically one of a change in visuality.[6] The new “period eye,” as Baxandall famously called it, of early modernity, was perspectival, naturalistic, and thus humanistic; as modes of representation sought to mimetically recreate the world as it appeared, the human individual as seer, maker, and thinker gained increasing currency.[7] The late Middle Ages might be viewed, then, as a liminal zone between entrenched medieval, and nascent early modern, modes of representation. Manuscript imagery in this period shows a range of responses to these simultaneous ideological shifts: as thinkers and artists face challenges to cohesion, some subsume uncertainties under a veil of unified thinking, while others lean towards ambiguity.

Given the kaleidoscopic approaches in late medieval arts, it is unsurprising that scholars have not reached a consensus on describing the “period eye” of the era.[8] However, recent work surrounding two key artistic strategies—diagrammatics and abstraction[9]—illuminate significant characteristics related to shifting landscapes of both cosmological thought and visual representation in the late Middle Ages. Numerous recent publications orbit these topics, with important contributions made by Jeffrey Hamburger, David Roxburgh, and Linda Safran; Elina Gertsmann; and Marcia Kupfer, Adam Cohen, and J.H. Chajes, as well as the many scholars that contributed essays to their edited volumes.[10] Much ink could be spilled over the methodologies and findings of this significant and wide-ranging body of work.

Only a few observations are needed here. Firstly, regarding new studies on the importance of diagrammatics to medieval image-making, the recent volumes edited by Hamburger et al. demonstrate that Harry Bober’s pivotal 1957 essay on a twelfth-century cosmological compendium continues to loom large. Since Bober’s mid-century theorization of scientific diagrams as “visual instruments” of learning, scholars have been persistently, and justifiably, preoccupied with the various ways in which schematics “shape, construct, and even constitute the process of thought itself.”[11] From such inquiries, a wealth of evidence has shown that diagrams promote certain kinds of thinking, namely those of an organizational and/or comparative quality.[12] Other research, brushing up against an adjacent scholarly interest in abstraction, focuses on the potentially transcendent qualities of schematic imagery.[13] Indeed, key formal qualities of medieval diagrams—especially their use of aniconism, geometry, and “emptiness”—are exactly those plumbed for meaning in Gertsmann’s volume Abstraction in Medieval Art.[14] Across this collection of essays, abstract imagery in many guises is revealed to perform a panoply of significations: in one instance a painterly blob of color supplants the figure of Christ in order to articulate a theological argument about Creation; in another, the ornamentation of

monograms complicates the relationship between sign and signifier in order to go beyond denotation and “express emotions and stir passions.”[15]

Modern theorizations of both diagrammatics and abstraction in the Middle Ages open themselves up to anachronistic comparanda, and likewise, critiques of anachronism. If we are to base our understanding of medieval image theory on _medieval_ discourse, it might seem that medieval people had only a vague understanding of the diagram as a distinct category of representation or of abstraction as a stylistic choice.[16] Yet we know that imagery can be discursive, and that art can both reflect and generate ideas not articulated textually. With faith in art’s potentiality in mind, this essay adopts the methodological strategy of “intentional anachronism,” consciously applying modern perspectives and comparisons in order to generate speculative interpretations.[17] Modern theories of diagrammatics and abstraction, and also comparisons to modern painting, are used to circumvent deep-seated scholarly assumptions and make new observations about pre-modern arts.

A final caveat must be made before diving into the material: this study considers only a small fraction of the huge number of images directly depicting, or related to, the subject of the four elements. The examples presented here have been selected as exempla of distinct pictorial trends, but they are also united by their common engagement with pictorial stability and instability. That is, in the examples of four elements imagery investigated here, diagramming and abstracting are critically dual: these representational strategies engender ways of thinking that are both ‘rational’ and non-linear, organizational and chaotic, cohesive and ambiguous.

**The four elements: ancient and medieval sources**

As the authors of the theoretically rich volume _Elemental Ecocriticism: Thinking with Earth, Air, Water, and Fire_ demonstrate, the characteristically _premodern_ notion of the four elements was muddy, unstable, and constantly negotiated in literary projects of many kinds.[18] Indeed, “the elements are never easy:” despite efforts to fix meaning, there is a persistence of difficulty throughout ancient and medieval discourses surrounding elemental theory.[19] A brief summary of the historical sources and their main points of confusion must suffice here. One of the earliest philosophers of the elements, Empedocles, defines the elements—fire, air, water, and earth—as primary and indivisible entities that comprise all created matter.[20] Even in its earliest conception, elemental theory is mired in complexity, as Empedocles posits that two essential forces—love and strife—compel the constant and varied intermingling of the elements.[21] Building on this, Plato piles on complexity,
explicating elemental relations through obscure geometry: in his *Timaeus*, the elements are associated with different geometrical solids, and the ratios among them undergird the order of nature.[22] While Platonic natural philosophy dominates until the twelfth century, Aristotle comes to the fore in the later Middle Ages, resulting from a spate of translations and commentaries by Arabic scholars. Aristotle, like Plato, sets the elements into concentric spheres, such that “the earth is surrounded by water, just as that is by the sphere of air, and that again by the sphere called that of fire.”[23] However, Aristotle focuses less on the elements’ essential qualities and more on their dynamics of *change*, which, for him, is the key characteristic of earthly nature. Indeed, Aristotle even adds a fifth element, quintessence to the supralunar realm, in order to differentiate the realm of celestial permanence from that of earthly fluctuation.

In even this, the briefest of summaries, a few critical issues emerge. Firstly, the ancients, and likewise medieval commentators and compilers, were obsessed with issues of the *relations* among the elements, whether it terms of their collision and separation via cosmic forces (Empedocles), their mathematical ratios as tangible bodies (Plato), or their participation in essential natural processes of growth and decay (Aristotle). Secondly, it is important to note that within each of these theories exist numerous conceptual lacunae, many of which have been interrogated for centuries and continue to plague philosophers and historians.[24] For example, in manuscripts of Isidore of Seville’s seventh-century *De natura rerum*, visual diagrammatics are employed as tools for working out complex ancient theory.[25] Here we see a rough start. The *figura solid* schema which attempts to picture the Platonic proportional relations among the elemental qualities—hold, cold, wet, and dry—is a prime example of early medieval confusion.[26] The image itself, a medieval invention, does not make much sense, as Isidore does not explicate how the mathematical ratios correspond to the three-dimensional cube. Moreover, if the model *did* hold some illustrative value in early copies of *De natura rerum*, later copies dissolve representational cohesion, quite literally: as Barbara Obrist has demonstrated, later versions add and subtract connecting lines in perplexing ways, flattening its dimensionality and its heuristic value.[27] This ambiguity is transmitted into numerous compendiums like Walters 73, the subject of Bober’s influential study on medieval diagrammatics (Fig. 2).[28]
Figure 2. Figura solida of the four elements, Baltimore, Walters MS 73, fol. 73 (top), 12th century. (Photo: courtesy of The Walters Art Museum).

The *figura solid* is but one example of early medieval efforts to picture the four elements; however, it is the later medieval world that is the focus of this essay. In the twelfth century and beyond, the unifying ambitions of scholasticism and encyclopedism further complicate things. Authors and artists not only contend with ancient sources, but also integrate them with theological authority in their totalizing views of nature. In what follows, three examples define the contours of late-medieval illustrative challenges to representing the four elements. A particular emphasis on water and earth surfaces in this study, as the connection between these elements offers a microcosmic view of the representation of elements. Moreover, as will be explained shortly, the relationship between water and earth was especially fraught. The three examples chosen encapsulate three distinct but interrelated book types with popular appeal in our period of question: a Bible, an encyclopedia of cosmology, and finally an encyclopedia that seeks to fuse cosmology with Christian theology and love poetry.

**Chaos, Creation, and Mystical Transformation: A Bible from St. Albans**

Naturally, the four elements appear as characters in Biblical Creation narrative, which articulates the beginning of the material world. Challenges to conceptual cohesion within Genesis itself plagued Scholastic artists, who were further tasked with conveying unity between the Scriptures and ancient natural philosophy. Within this web of discursive activity, water was a particularly central, and problematic, entity. Platonic and Aristotelian thought dictates that the “sphere” of water encloses the “sphere” of earth. Because earth is heavier, it should naturally move in a downward direction, seeking its rightful place beneath water. This theory is supported by observation, as a pebble sinks when tossed into a pond. However, on a larger scale, the opposite seems to be true, as the level of rivers, oceans, and seas is observable below that of land. For late-medieval thinkers, a suitable explanation for this seemingly erroneous phenomenon could be found in the Scriptures, in particular the third day of Creation in Genesis:

9. God also said; Let the waters that are under the heaven, be gathered together into one place: and let the dry land appear. And it was so done. 10. And God called the dry land, Earth; and the gathering together of the waters, he called Seas. And God saw that it was good.[29]

While medieval authors made sense of their authorities variously, there was a general consensus that while water and earth occupy distinct hierarchical spheres as Aristotle indicates, they are imperfectly concentric, such that dry land rises above the

‘sphere’ of water[30], thanks to the “gathering the waters” described in the Bible, which made habitable land.[31]

Water—in various forms—is the protagonist in both the second and third days of Creation, when the heavenly and earthly waters are divided, and when the seas are divided from dry land. And yet, waters are already present on day one, when the spirit moves over the “waters of the deep.” The apparent pre-existence of these primordial waters, and their relationship to both cosmic and earthly waters, were central in philosophical debates over whether God created the world ex nihilo.[32]

While scriptural exegesis insisted that God created everything from nothing, Platonic theory stated that the cosmos was crafted by the Demiurge, an intermediary opifex or artifex created by God who gave form to pre-existing, primordial matter.[33] In the late Middle Ages, a new school of theologians turned towards the Platonic view, favoring a more ‘scientific’ approach to nature; others clung to the more conservative view of Creation as the very foundation of salvation history.[34]

Artists of Creation cycles sometimes boldly articulated their stance on the proper interpretation of the Bible vis-à-vis natural philosophy. In a late twelfth-century Bible from St. Albans Abbey, for example, the roundel for the second day includes the Greek word hile,[35] the Platonic word for primordial chaos used in Calcidius’s fourth-century commentary on Timaeus (Fig. 2).[36]

As Ittai Weinryb has pointed out, the challenge of giving form to formlessness evidently caused the artist to opt for “a textual substitution rather than a representational attempt.”[37] However, the inscribed miniature is not devoid of visual dimensionality. Not at all throwing in the towel on the task of representing the unrepresentable, the artist has attempted much in this little miniature, visualizing the emergence of form from primordial chaos through crisp white lettering upon a hazy marbled surface. That is, the linguistic sign signifies the first instance of form taking shape from the chaotic matter of earth, which appears still “inert, confused, and disorderly.”[38] Moreover, around this central scene, there are waters of multiple kinds—all expressed by the conventional iconography of white wavy lines on blue ground—relating to the second day of Creation, when the heavenly and earthly waters are separated by the delineation of the firmament.[39]

Figure 3. Frontispiece to Genesis with the six days of Creation, Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 48, fol. 7v, late 12th century. (Photo: courtesy of Corpus Christi College).

This vision of the origin of the world it presents is emphatically fluid—both in terms of watery forms everywhere, and a fluidity of representation. Earthly and heavenly waters are visually articulated as spatially distinct (through their compositional arrangement) but also intrinsically connected (by their similar morphology).[40] Even the central formless matter of primordial chaos, with its marbled surface, evokes aqueousness. As scholars have noted, the abstract visuality of marble was appreciated since the ancient world for its capacity to suggest liquidity, and its correlated implicit imagery in its linear veining, as artists sometimes emphasized “potential images” hidden in marbled patterns.[41] Thus, the fluid surface effects of stones—and simulations of such surface effects—could be manipulated in medieval Christian contexts towards various metaphorical ends, such as invoking the idea of “walking on water” by their placement on church floors, as Fabio Barry has shown.[42]

Given the profound metaphorical capacity of amorphous forms, the central marble and the fluid striations that surround it might be understood as attempts to picture inchoate matter, in all its latent potentiality. As such, the central word “hile” can be seen as more than a tired substitution for depicting formlessness, and instead as another layer of marking out the primary emergence of form. The sharp white letters seem to almost come forth from the amorphous, and aqueous, background, as if an utterance of the beginning. Like the initial “I” of “In principio” into which it is

embedded, the word “hile” uses text as image, thereby invoking complex
Christological metaphors of image and incarnation, that is, “the Word made
flesh.”[43] In this way, through the purposeful elision between word and image, “hile,”
like the initial “I,” marks out the articulation of form that is initiated at the beginning
of the world, Christian history, the Bible as text, and the manuscript as object.

The concept of water as primary cosmological matter could also be connected to its
centrality in Christian metaphysics. Such resonances can be gleaned through water’s
central role in miracles of judgment and transformation—Noah’s ark, Moses and the
Red Sea, the Wedding at Cana, and Baptism to name just the most significant
examples.[44] Contemporaneous, but geographically distant, the mosaics at
Monreale Cathedral offer a visually effusive example of water as both primordial
matter and mystical medium for transcendence (Fig. 4).[45]

![Figure 4. First day of Creation, Monreale Cathedral, Palermo, Sicily, late 12th century. (Photo: courtesy of
Ghigo Roli).](image)
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Like the Bible from St. Albans, an aqueous vision of the origin of the world at Monreale is realized through complex text-image dynamics that conjure ideas of figuration and presence. While the inscription simply indicates the first line of Genesis, “In the beginning God created the heavens and earth,” the mosaic fills in the rest, that “darkness was over the face of the deep, and the spirit of God was hovering over the surface of the waters.” Here, the abstract and intangible “formless void” described in Genesis is pictured as a tangible body of matter that is inhabited, animated, and activated.

A certain confidence in representational fluidity is conveyed by the manner in which striations, signifying both water and face (beard, hair, etc.), converge and become indistinguishable from one another. Squiggly lines are both abstract signifiers of formless matter and articulations of its metaphorical face. Such watery transformations could be heightened by the effects of mosaic, as the face within the linear striations of “the deep” might emerge and retreat as candlelight flickers over the surface of glass tesserae. Thus, the mosaic as medium perceptually heightens the iconography of these “squiggly lines,” generating dynamics of transformation: from nothingness to somethingness, from spirit to matter, and back again.

It is precisely because of water’s participation in cosmic formation that it gains potency as an agent of divine transformation in the illustrative logic of the mosaics at Monreale Cathedral in Sicily. Indeed, the “waters of the deep” at Monreale are not only echoed by the heavenly waters and earthly waters of the subsequent Creation narrative, but also paralleled by the salvific flood in the story of Noah’s ark, depicted in the register directly below. This mirroring puts the Platonic idea of primordial chaos as an important beginning to Christian history and metaphysics, emphasizing water as always already both earthly and heavenly, and therefore potential conduit of the divine.

Returning to the Bible from St. Albans after this journey to Monreale, we can see how these themes of water as cosmic ur-matter and medium of redemption play out in the manuscript context. While the centrality of watery forms in Creation imagery is, of course, dependent upon the text itself, the particularities of its articulation might suggest profound ideas about both cosmology and representation. Yet, the overwhelming fluidity—both literally, in the sense of an abundance of waters, and conceptually, as the precise signification of chaos emerges and retreats—might be meaningful. Perhaps this aqueous beginning, through its assertion of ambiguity, is both a depiction of the ultimate unknowability of Creation and a precursor of Christian mysteries to come.

Worldly Elements, Otherworldly Vision: The Four Elements as Spheres in *L’image du Monde*

In the thirteenth century, the so-called “century of encyclopedias,” a taxonomical, organizational, and proto-rationalist spirit generated numerous compendia of knowledge.[50] The manuscripts of Gossuin of Metz’s *L’image du Monde* (ca. 1245) exemplify this tradition.[51] As a summa of cosmology, geography, and earth sciences, *L’image du monde* draws together watered-down Platonic and Aristotelian theories, which Gossuin likely encountered indirectly, through any number of commentaries and treatises, like Sacrobosco’s wildly popular *Tractatus de Sphaera*.[52] Intended for a non-specialist audience, various historical and contemporary authorities are subsumed under the more accessible, but evocative, diction of Gossuin as sole author.

The illustrative program of *L’image du monde* is likewise appealing for its comprehensibility and visual effectiveness. Looking at a fourteenth-century prose copy as our exemplar, we see that the simple geometry of the image of the four elements lays the groundwork for the encyclopedia’s cosmological content (Fig. 5).

![Figure 5. Spheres of Four Elements, Gossuin of Metz, *L’image du monde*, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Français 574, fol. 40v, 14th century. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France).](image)

Importantly, the diagram of the four elements is the first of a series of schemata, following a group of introductory figural images. The topic of the elements, and the elemental diagram, are therefore crucial beginnings, in the sense that Edward Said has theorized the term; their conceptualization marks “the first step in the intentional production of meaning.”[53] As such, the perfect concentricity of the elemental spheres serves as the pictorial and conceptual basis for the entire created cosmos, as seen in the series of images that increase in complexity on folios 92r, 94r, and 95v, and ultimately in the unified cosmological image that concludes most manuscripts of L’image du monde, here on fol. 136v (Fig. 1).

Corresponding to the textual section “On how the four elements are arranged,” the miniature conveys the basic composition of the elements in concentric spheres.[54] Therefore, just as the subject of elements lays the structural ground for natural philosophy, so too does this first image establish a kind of visual ontology of the encyclopedia.[55]

The image of the four elements corresponds to a textual description of their physical arrangement, a simple summation of Aristotelian concentric spheres that describes how each element encloses the next (Fig. 4 detail). But Gossuin enlivens this basic idea with imagistic prose. Offering the compelling metaphor of an egg, the text describes how “in an egg we see that the white encloses the yolk, and inside the yolk is also a drop of fat that is not fixed anywhere; this drop of fat stands freely in the middle without touching the white anywhere.”[56] Noticeably, there is a profound disconnect between the strict diagrammatic schema and the relatively fluid textual description. While the description conjures the “not fixed”—that is, partially amorphous and freely moving—qualities of viscous egg parts, the image gives almost no sense of flexibility; only the wavy lines of the realm of water suggest some movement, but they, like the other colored rings, are tightly bound by a strict circumference.

Thus, the diagram appears easy and stable: the concentric rings are an armature for absolute solidity; no admission is made for the complexities of commingling, fluctuation, or amorphousness. To be sure, this simple geometric scheme in which the elements occupy distinct concentric spheres—each totally enclosing and totally enclosed by another—was obviously understood as an oversimplification since Aristotle himself, who expounded extensively on the intermixing of elements in the earthly realm.[57] And indeed, the fallibility of the model was not overlooked by medieval authors, as comments on the dynamic relations among the elements pervade natural philosophical discourse.[58] Yet, despite all its inadequacies, the model of concentric rings shows up for centuries, even into the Renaissance.[59] It would seem, then, that the persistence of such basic bulls-eye diagrams evinces an aversion to conceptual and representational difficulty.

Such easy readings can be complicated through intentionally anachronistic comparisons to formally similar but historically distant arts.[60] Consideration of modern paintings by Jasper Johns offers alternative ways of seeing concentric rings, and uncovers layers of perceptual complexity. Johns’s Target with Four Faces from 1955 exemplifies the kind of scopic consciousness normally associated with twentieth-century painting (Fig. 6).[61]

Art historians have demonstrated that Johns's iterative canvases deploying targets—much like his famous flags—invite self-aware viewership, “focus[ing] attention on the theme of viewing”[62] and challenging audiences to contemplate their habits as viewers.[63] Johns takes the target, a geometric form that usually directs vision as “something to aim at,” and turns into a dynamic object that fragments the gaze.[64] This perceptual oscillation between graphic shape and material presence is evoked through the painterly qualities of Johns's target, and further complicated by the four sculptural heads, aligned above the top edge of the canvas, which heighten the viewer's sensitivity to *depicted* versus *real* space.

Moreover, with their eyes obscured, the sculpted faces evoke a sense of discomfort since their implicit act of seeing cannot be seen by the viewer. That is, the viewer is inserted into an uneasy loop of seeing and being seen, and thus propelled into an awkward moment of self-conscious viewership.

Such scopic complexity could also play into medieval diagrams of concentric spheres. For example, in the monumental Creation fresco at the Camposanto in Pisa, painted by Pietro da Orvieto ca. 1390, the figure of God above—like the four faces in Johns’ Target—seems to catch the viewer in the midst of viewing (Fig. 7).[65]

Figure 7. Pietro di Puccio, Universal diagram fresco, Camposanto Monumentale, Pisa, late 14th century. (Photo: taken by Miguel Hermoso Cuesta with use courtesy of Wikimedia Commons under Creative Commons License CC-BY-SA-4.0).

In another example from a fourteenth-century manuscript of Peter of Lombard’s Sentences, the split gazes above thrust the viewer into an uncomfortable position of self-awareness as viewer: because one figure (the Holy Spirit?) looks towards the text, and the other (God?) looks towards the cosmos, the viewer of the manuscript might feel unsure of where to look (Fig. 8). Prompted by such interruptions—both in the monumental fresco and the small manuscript miniature—the viewer may consider any number of things related to their perceptive process, for example, what to look at and how, or the link between looking, especially at diagrammatic forms, and the acquisition of knowledge.

![Figure 8](image).

**Figure 8.** Creation miniature, Peter of Lombard, Sentences, Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. Lat. 681, fol. 96. (Photo: courtesy of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana).

What is it about concentric spheres, or diagrammatic forms in general, that demand such perceptual self-consciousness? A remarkable pair of miniatures in a later, fifteenth-century copy of *L’image du Monde* at the British Library (BL Harley 334), with its implications for late-medieval image theory, can help us answer this question. On folio 33v appears a familiar trope of God as “architect” or “artist” of the cosmos, as famously seen in the frontispieces to royal Bible moralisée (Fig. 9).[66]

Here the image corresponds to the textual passage “On the form of the world” which begins by explaining that God made the whole world round, like a ball.[67] The artist of this proto-Renaissance copy has even tried to simulate dimensionality through the modeling of the blue world, insisting upon spherical, rather than two-dimensional, roundness. Later in the manuscript we find a unique response to the classic image of God crafting the world: on folio 94v, a scholar drawing a diagram accompanies a passage on mathematical astronomy, and “why and how one measures the world” (Fig. 10).

The incompleteness of the schema he draws expresses an attention to process over product; he is defined as a thinker by his immersion into the creative act of drawing. What’s more, the representational disconnect between human and diagrammatic figures compels self-reflexive thinking. Contrasting with the arresting three-dimensional human, the diagram he draws is insistently flat. Of course, it makes sense that the person is a three-dimensional body, while the diagram is a two-dimensional drawing. But in another way, this juxtaposition breaks the representational logic; one could have shown him drawing on a tablet or in a manuscript in some perspectival way. This little image of a scholar drawing a diagram thus prompts consideration, through its rupture of diegetic cohesion, about the definition of the diagram as a special mode of representation that requires a particular kind of looking.

The very fact that the model of four elements as concentric spheres persisted for so long, despite its obvious oversimplification, seems to suggest that it meant something beyond physical theory. But what exactly? One possibility is that, through their adherence to both strict hierarchy (through concentricity) and ultimate unity (through sphericity), such forms assert Created nature as divine perfection, and thus

articulate a positive view of mimetic image-making. In other words, geometry does not merely depict natural order but rather re-creates it; drawn lines are carriers of meaning, as the artist’s delineation of perfect concentric circles mimics and celebrates the ordering of divine Creation. Moreover, even in the most basic image of concentric spheres, like that in L’image du monde, the elements are not as easy as they first appear, as the schematic form is an obvious oversimplification of a more complex reality (in which the elements are constantly intermingling). Precisely because of its apparent failure to convey elemental dynamics, it asks viewers to look at it differently; that is, as something other than a mimetic picture of the physical arrangement of matter. In doing so, it suggests that diagrams promote a kind of abstract visuality, wherein both maker and user are challenged to extend seeing—and thinking—beyond earthly, observable, physical realities.

**Abstraction as an Unwavering Faith in Images: The Breviari d’amor and Hilma af Klint**

A final case study demonstrates what happens when the (deceptively) easy model of concentric rings is abandoned, a new figure is attempted, and representation falls apart. The Breviari d’amor, a vernacular encyclopedia written at the end of the thirteenth century and accompanied by profuse illustrations differs from L’image du monde in its literary ambitions.[68] In the Breviari, cosmology not the sole focus: this Occitan poem of over 30,000 lines begins with a summa of natural philosophy, then turns to Biblical doctrine before presenting a unique discourse on courtly love ethics. This final part, a real compendium of troubadour lyric, exemplifies the idiosyncratic character of the Breviari among encyclopedias, which was conceived by its author Matfré Ermengaud as a local Occitan response to the great encyclopedias of Parisian scholastics. In addition to celebrating this local cultural product of troubadour poetry, it also displays its regional expertise in astronomical and earth sciences through numerous innovative images, for example, a diagram depicting the mathematical distances of the cosmos, or another explicating the mariner’s sixteen-winds instead of the traditional twelve.[69]

The Breviari’s extensive visual program of cosmological imagery can thus be understood as a conspicuous display of local worldly knowledge, particularly of a natural scientific sort.[70] It is here that we find a strange miniature, stuck in the middle of the discourse on the four elements (Figs. 11-15) depicting water and earth together—and separate from the other elements, which are not pictured whatsoever. This isolation of water and earth, and omission of fire and air, suggests that water and earth and their relationship deserved special attention. Perhaps reflecting the popular ambitions of the Breviari as a whole; the lofty elements fire

and air are honored for their “celestial purity” and spiritual powers, but the humbler elements water and earth are celebrated for their more mundane, yet crucial, life-sustaining properties. As the section on water begins: “Water... is of great good and of great necessity” because it not only “tempers celestial burning” but also “gives the earth... all living things.”[71] Likewise, the opening lines on the passage regarding the earth emphasizes its smallness with respect to the starry sky, and yet the essential bodily nourishment that “mother earth” provides to all living things.[72] Thus, there is a sense that the focus on water and earth corresponds to the encyclopedia’s turn away from overly lofty theological subjects in favor of more worldly concerns.[73]

Despite the apparent significance of water and earth as subjects for this down-to-earth encyclopedia, the miniature is laden with ambiguities, uncertainties, and inconsistencies from one manuscript to the next. Instead of adopting that simple model seen in L’image du monde, the creators of Breviari manuscripts attempted something else. In the earliest extant copy of the Breviari, likely made ca. 1320 in Toulouse, the image of water and earth looks more like a perspectival figure than a diagram, seemingly showing those two elements occupying a single sphere of the world (Fig. 11).

**Figure 11.** Elements water and earth, Matfr Ermengaud, Breviari d’amor, London, British Library, Royal MS 19 C I, fol. 48r, Toulouse, ca. 1320-25. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library).

That is, if the two-dimensional circle represents a three-dimensional sphere, then the bottom crescent with its wavy lines represents water, which girds the (oddly) blue land mass above.[74] Importantly, the ‘spheres’ of water and earth are inarticulate, possibly reflecting confusion over the disconnect between the notion of elemental spheres and basic observation. As previously mentioned, the idea of a distinct sphere of water ‘above’ that of earth defies common sense, as water tends to flow in a downward direction, trickling beneath the ground in cracks and crevices, and joining rivers and seas that ostensibly sit below the horizon of land.[75]

Artists of subsequent Breviari manuscripts seem to have identified the lack of distinct spheres as a “mistake” and promptly tried to “correct” it; there are no other copies in which water and earth are enclosed by a shared circumference. Most copies take an approach seen in a Catalan manuscript from around 1400, where the spheres of water and earth are emphatically differentiated (Fig. 12). This more cross-sectional formulation suggests that while the earth is perfectly spherical, we humans only see the exposed part of it, since the lower half is submerged under the oceans. The ‘sphere’ of water, on the other hand, is imperfectly spherical; it does not enclose the whole earth, but rather wraps around half of it.

Figure 12. Elements water and earth, Matfre Ermengaud, Breviari d’amor, London, British Library, Yates Thompson MS 31, fol. 63r, Gerona, ca. 1400. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library).

This model corresponds more closely to the text, which explains the imperfect concentricity of water around earth in several manners. First, it offers the standard Biblical explanation, namely, that water does not enclose earth completely, because during Creation God established a place for living creatures.[76] Matfre also supplies a charming metaphor, which further explains the physical relationship between the bodies of water and earth: as if an apple floating in water, the part “above” the water is quite small in comparison that the part submerged below the water.[77] The later Catalan example is the most accurate to the text and the most conceptually sound; indeed it looks like a picture of an earthly mass—as if an apple—floating in water.[78] However, confusions abound in earlier copies. In another copy made in Toulouse ca. 1350-1370, the two semi-circles are decorated exactly the same—in a golden hue with hatched waves—such that it is impossible to differentiate between water and earth (Fig. 13).

*Figure 13.* Elements water and earth, Matfre Ermengaud, *Breviari d’amor*, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Français MS 857, fol. 46v, Toulouse, ca. 1350-1370. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France).

In a later Catalan example from the cusp of the 15th century, this ambiguity appears again, as the upper portion perplexingly looks like water, despite the wavy edge of

the lower segment (Fig. 14).[79] These examples show that not all artists understood their visual exemplar nor the text.[80]

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)

**Figure 14.** Elements water and earth, Matfre Ermengaud, *Breviari d’amar*, Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Res. MS 203, fol. 36r, Lleida, very end of 14th century. (Photo: courtesy of the Biblioteca Nacional de España).

Some idiosyncratic approaches are more compelling, though, and may even reveal artistic ambition. A 14th-century copy from Toulouse stands out as distinct with its rigid, schematic structure and bold coloration (Fig. 15) While at first glance it seems to be the work of a confident artist with a clear vision, its instability quickly becomes apparent.[81] While the graphic shape is readily comparable to the “apple in water” model, extra decoration complicates things. If the blue semicircle is land, floating in the gray semicircle of water, then what do the baby blue and soft pink arcs, or the bold red ring represent: perhaps the light blue is air, the pink fire, and the red circumference the boundary of the earthly elements?[82]

While this idiosyncratic version is ultimately ambiguous in meaning, it has significant implications for this survey of elemental images. Firstly, the image apparently attempts to convey some sense of the diagrammatic spheres of elements, like that seen in *L’image du monde*. Secondly, it apparently also tries to show some kind of perspectival, that is, non-diagrammatic or cross-section view of the elemental relations. It is precisely this blurring of representational modes that renders the image illegible: it reads as both a diagram of the elements as theoretical entities and an image of their physical arrangement in the real world.

As Herbert Kessler has recently said, “what appears to be abstraction was often a way medieval art mediated levels of meaning and engendered a competition of imaginations.”[83] The slippage among diagram, figure, and symbol evokes a disconcerting sense of groundlessness. Perhaps this lack of clarity results from, or even insists upon, the speculative viewing practices of artist and audience. As the images present the elements as spheres both materially and conceptually, they insist that viewers oscillate between seeing pictorially and thinking diagrammatically. Comparisons to modern abstraction can push this line of thinking even further. Despite general acceptance that abstraction is a pervasive mode throughout the Middle Ages, its theorization remains diffuse. Gertsman’s edited volume of essays offers a major contribution to the discourse, presenting wide-ranging methodological approaches to equally wide-ranging topics, and thus making headway towards understanding medieval abstraction.[84] Within this volume, authors seem divided on whether anachronistic comparisons are useful or damaging; while some use modern comparanda to work through medieval questions, others insist that such methodologies perpetuate ahistoric views of past arts.[85] It is my view that conscious anachronism provides new theories about historic arts, and more importantly, offers methods for exposing and addressing otherwise covert, entrenched modern interpretations.

The ‘abstract’ images of the *Breviari d’amor* find striking visual resonance with the modern paintings of Hilma af Klint (Sweden, 1862-1944) (Fig. 16).

However, the conversation between these two traditions is not merely formal; there are significant conceptual links which, when interrogated, can expand our understanding of both traditions. Af Klint was apparently compelled by an encyclopedic impulse (one with parallels in the late Middle Ages) that led her to compile capiously, organize obsessively, and also invent new visual models to represent a totality of knowledge.[86] Recently championed as the first abstract

painter, af Klint made increasingly non-objective works throughout her career, reducing her canvases to geometric shapes and bold colors.[87] Thus, her particular version of abstraction should be understood not as anti-representational or “without meaning,” but quite the opposite—as the necessary visual companion to a deeply epistemic endeavor. For example, af Klint’s Svanen (The Swan) series, comprising twenty-four paintings made between 1914 and 1915, deploys shape and color as elementary signifiers of her symbolic worldview. As an important alchemical symbol, the swan signifies the fusion of opposite qualities needed to produce the philosopher’s stone. The swan series charts a kind of alchemical progression in which black and white swans collide, entangle, and pull apart. Imbued with symbolic and mystical meaning, af Klint’s abstraction reveals an intentional break from mimetic representation of things in the world in an effort to access more profound mystic truths. As such, af Klint’s wildly original abstract forms are not “non-representational,” but rather super-representational—that is, efforts to depict even the unknown, or “paint the unseen,” as some have said.[88]

The Breviarii’s abstraction might be chalked up to a kind of representational failure, whereby a confused artist, working with an already flawed model, produced something unintelligible. However, the embrace of abstraction in the Breviarii might, like that of af Klint, reflect an intentional representation of things beyond perception—whether elemental relations on earth, or some more mystical concept like the role of the elements in Creation. Taking it one step further, the abstract forms of both medieval and modern artists might eavince self-reflection on the limits of image- and meaning-making. The threat that abstraction poses to interpretation, according to Yves-Alain Bois, is that “in the absence of the image one is, or should be, forced to abandon the idealist concept of meaning.”[89] The idealist concept that he refers to is exactly the Aristotelian, and the later Kantian, notion that form pre-exists matter. As Bois describes it, classical and idealistic theories suggest that “form is an a priori UFO that lands on raw matter, rescues it from its dark inertness, and transports it to the sunny realm of ideas.”[90] In Bois’ characteristically literary prose, it is unclear whether this landing occurs at the level of the original creation of matter (at the beginning of the universe), the creation of things (as in art), or in their interpretation (by viewers). Surely, this obscurity is part of his point: the entanglement of mythological ideas of Creation, image-making, and image-viewing underlie art critics’ enduring faith in the image as medium for meaning, and thus their failure to truly engage with abstraction.

That both late-medieval encyclopedists and modern mystics confronted the ambiguity of ontological origins may partially explain the seemingly serendipitous forms of abstraction. Indeed, the medieval debates over creation ex nihilo are about

whether, at the *moment* of Creation, form was an “a priori UFO” that landed on inchoate matter. Circling similar issues, af Klint’s theosophic views insisted upon some eternal spirit that precedes all matter. In both, representing the *before* or *beyond* of existence is an essential conundrum of art theory—and one with which medieval and modern artists evidently engaged.

This anachronistic collision offers insights regarding the kinds of abstraction that pervade medieval images of the four elements. Perhaps sometimes the abstraction in these images reflects conceptual uncertainty, or even pictorial failure, but it also seems—in attempting to visualize the imperceptible and give shape to the formless—to express a definitive confidence in representation. That is, although the primordial matter of Creation is by definition unimaginable, medieval artists imagined it. Although the constantly intermingling four elements never appear before human eyes in hierarchically arranged concentric spheres, medieval artists visualized them as such. And although it would be impossible to see half of the earth hidden under the ocean, medieval artists pictured its existence. In these ways, the seemingly non-representational abstraction of four-elements imagery in fact reflects a commitment to representation, even when it comes to that which challenges it the most: the theoretical, indivisible elements which we humans never encounter in pure states, but instead only in all their messy incoherence.
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